Thymic nurse cells in culture: morphological and antigenic characterization.
Epithelial monolayers were derived from thymic nurse cells (TNC), and were seeded onto collagen-coated dishes immediately after their isolation from young adult C3H-murine thymuses. Different media and supplements were tested in order to obtain cultures that were as pure as possible. Primary cultures were enriched in epithelial cells but always contained non-epithelial components among which fibroblasts predominated. Immunodetection of keratins, and repeated light- and electron-microscopic observations established the epithelial nature of the elongated cells derived from TNC; these elongated cells were cortical reticular cells, and were different from medullary globular cells that immediately adopted a mosaic pattern in vitro. At the beginning of the culture, the necrosis of cortical lymphocytes appeared to be toxic for epithelial cells; when epithelial cells survived, they showed a temporary lipid accumulation. After a 5-day culture, they still synthesized DNA but lost this capacity thereafter and dedifferentiated. The lympho-epithelial symbiosis appeared to be necessary to maintain some epithelial characteristics of the cultured cells, such as the clear vesicles and the expression of Ia antigens. In sub-cultures, the monolayers were almost purely epithelial in nature but growth was no longer observed. The cells remained reticular in shape, as they were in vivo, but their cytoplasm and their nucleus became larger and numerous cells were multinucleated. Confluence was not obtained with classical media even after mitogenic stimulation. The frequent observation of strongly keratinized areas suggested a process of terminal differentiation; this could not be avoided by using low serum concentration.